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Do you believe that
there are ghosts in building 3
Why do you stop,
keep going
Why did you turn the lights on?
It ruins the vibe
Did you really see it?
What? You are the one who started it
Pun
Where are you?
Pun
Pun
What a shitty playing!
Don't you think you're wasting my time
by keep me watching you all here?
Listen while I'm talking to you
What is wrong with you guys?
You don't focus at rehearsal
And perform like shit at the competition
Never complain that it's hot
because I feel hot too
You hear me?
Who taught you to perform just you did?
Let me tell you this
When I see you all,
I can't help
thinking of the previous champion crew
They were all good
No need to pressure them
So the secret to success is
no pressure, right?
Ridiculous, I'd stab you with the stick
No
The secret is,
don't stop practising
if you are still not good
I'm tired, you know?
You are terrible
Yet you don't focus
Hey Top, what are you watching?
I'm learning English
He's watching it again?
Why teacher so pretty?
I'm choosing English teacher
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He's watching it again?
- Ohm
You are too soft on them
You better scold them sometimes!
Hey, Song
Yeah
Remember the girl I told you about?
Which one? You told me a hundred of them
This one, that my friend went after,
and she left her man
So I go after her
She's so easy, you should try
I want to see you beaten up
by her man, Pete
I'll be the first audience
Yeah
And I'll get my camera ready
Everyone loves me
Hey, look over there
Two years ago,
someone fell off the building there
By the look of it, it's not human
And they said...
the student fell and died
because one of the ghosts in the school
Kill her...
No, I don't think so
Do you want to be sure?
Alright,
have you finished talking?
If not, you better go to the rehearsal room
clean up the instruments while talking
And don't sleep until they are all shiny
What the hell?
Ohm, how could we win
without good rehearsal?
So much alike
So very much
Ohm
You really don't have to come
It's OK,
I'm the band leader
I have to help everyone
What Song means is that your staying,
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makes us feel uncomfortable
Pete, you are too straight
Let's continue the ghost story
from the evening
They said whoever that
tells stories about ghosts before others
will see ghosts before anyone
So, Top you should tell first
So you will see the ghost first
I have waited a long time
Well, well
Yeah
Go ahead
Well...
It's the story about the old building
There is this student called Yak
He was bullied and got locked up
in the old building
He tried to find the way out
until he accidentally fell off the stairs,
broke his neck and died
They said anyone that gets in there at night
will hear...
Where?
From the hallway
If anyone answers his call,
there will be the sound of his metal limbs
get closer
Closer
and closer
And if he can find us,
he will drag us to the stairs,
where he died
Now
I'll tell you the scariest thing for me
It's about a ghost
in the old music room
There was a girl
who often stayed late for practising flute
Wait,
what time is late?
Some go to bed early, so 10 PM is late
Some people go to bed late,
so 10 PM is early
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Tell that to your mother, OK?
Now I forgot where I was
Alright, let me tell this story
It's about
this pretty girl,
a former member of the marching band
Her name is Pawadee
Rumour has it
She was killed
while practising flute in late night
Her body was hidden behind the mirror
in the corner of the room
It's said that
if we are in the old music room at night
and play 9 notes on the flute
Do...
La...
Sol...
Fa...
Sol...
La...
Do...
Do...
La...
Pawadee ghost will come out from behind
the musician
She'll stick around and never leave
When the musician sees her eye to eye
through the mirror
She will possess that person completely
Surprise...
It's me
Song
What are you playing?
Is it not funny?
No
Look at Top, he almost cries
Sorry
Put that away
I'll tell the next story
They said whoever that
goes to the library
when nobody is there
and scream as loud as they can
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You will hear a shush sound in the dark
And the library ghost will appear
It will go after whoever that breaks its rules
One hand always cover its face
Whoever gets caught,
it will show its face to that person
And once you see its face,
you will die
Hey,
I think that since we are here,
we should go and see it
Yeah, right
I think about it too
No,
it's dangerous
Yes, I agree with Ohm
It's in the school, Ohm
Yeah, Ohm
I don't care, but I'm going
Me too
I'm coming
Me too
Let's go
Let's go, Ohm. Please...
Do it
Ohm
Think it's time to sing?
I know why you did that
Everybody...
Let me say hi to my friend here
Go ahead
Hey, who is Ohm talking to?
Is she his girlfriend? I saw them talking a lot
Oh, this senior. Heard that she's weird
and like to talk about ghost
Hey
Why are you still here?
I'm waiting for the egg
I don't want to miss when it's hatched
I see
I saw you practiced today
You looked very serious
The senior prompted
that we have to be champions
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The competition is coming close
When is it?
The third of next month
Hey, is it a good idea not to wait for Ohm?
It is, he will slow us down
Yes, that's right
Well, where should we go?
I think, if there are many of us...
we won't see anything
With a thing like this, we better split
Yeah
Good idea
I agree
So we can finish early
Because tonight...
Jom
I have to keep up my score
So cool, bring it on!
I don't agree
I better go back to bed
Pussy
Top, what are you scared of?
Your face looks more scary
when you asked girls for LINE ID
Ouch, snap!
Let's do this,
I'll go to the old building with Top
Okay
May and I will go to the old music room
(Jom, I'm gonna
go ghost hunting with friends) -Scary
I never get to see a female ghost
You are always horny
You will score the ghost too, huh?
(Jom, I'm gonna
go ghost hunting with friends) -Scary
Okay!
You have my respect
Hey, let's take a photo
Come on
One, two
But who are you sending it to?
Must be that guy
That Jom
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Yeah, Jom
What?
You guys STOP
Let's go, Cream
I don't talk to them anymore
- Running to Jom, huh?
Blushing
- I'll go to the ghost
Oh dear
Why don't you leave?
I'm waiting for the fatty to calm down
I'll go girl hunting now
Let's go
What? Are you good to go?
Are you still scared?
Wait here then. Just sit here
Hey, wait for me
Top, I told the girl you like about your feeling
Oh shit!
Why did you do that?
You don't have the courage to talk to her
So I told her that you like her for a long time
Anything she eats, you eat it too
Am I right?
When I was telling,
her face looked so sad, Top
Tragic
How do you know about this?
Oh
Seriously...
Why do you seek for advice from Pete?
It's a big mistake
Everyone in school knows
Seriously...
She won't be in the cafeteria
while you're around
You told me you are scared,
so I'll play the flute
Let me do it
Okay
What are you filming?
You, when you played with the flute
It's funny. Do it again
Let the ghost come out, I want to see it
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Pete, was it you that told about Yae?
You better stop this attitude,
or they'll call your parents in again
It's not my fault
Yae told me he is scared of the dark
I told others because I meant well
I didn't know he would be locked up
until he wet himself
Pete
Are you scared?
No, I'm not. Let's go
Damn
Shit
Pun, I better leave
See you around
Be careful
Okay
It's a match!
Hi
Pete, if you keep hiding, I'll leave
What the hell are you doing?
I'm leaving
Free tonight?
Hey
Song
Are you pranking me?
What's wrong with you?
This is your flute
Just say how you feel
Don't being sarcastic
Ghost!
May!
Ghost!
Top!
Open the door!
Top, Top!
Where?
I'm here, Top
What are you doing?
Hey
T...
TOP:
Where?
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Where?
Where?
Where?
Where?
Ohm
Net, Pete, and May are gone, bro
What?
Where are they gone?
I don't know
We split up to find ghosts
and they disappeared
I only found Top and Cream
Can you contact them?
Not at all
Maybe they go back home
OK, let's go back to the dorm
Pun
What are you doing out this hour, Ohm?
The crew split up to dare a ghost
I have to find them
Now three of them are gone
They just disappeared?
Yeah
I'm about to find another guy in the dorm
Alright,
I'll go home then
Can I accompany you to the gate?
I'm fine
You better take care of them first
Yeah
Ohm
Pun
Did you find them all?
No
Can you meet me at science club at lunch?
Damn Pete,
Where were you last night?
Hey
What's wrong with you?
What's wrong, Pete?
Last night
I was haunted at the library
You're unbelievable
No. Ghost doesn't exist!
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This is bullshit!
Look in what age are you living in
Let's take a selfie
May, where are you? Why don't you reply?
Jom:
If I'm free, I'll be with you
What's wrong with you?
This is your flute
You are seeing Jom, right?
How could you do this?
You know I have a crush on Jom
Well...
Talk to me
Do you like him?
Answer me
May, I'm...
I'm...
Hey, Net
Where were you last night?
Hey
Why do you look so pale?
Or you saw a ghost last night?
How could you say that to me?
You locked me up last night, Top
Do you know what I saw last night?
I only heard where? in my head
So I had to break the door
Why did you do that, Top?
You really want to know?
I hate you
Do you hear?
That I hate you
What did I do to you?
You really don't know?
In the band,
you took the position I want
When we are not in the band,
you make me a laughing stock
Are you having a lot of fun?
What do you think ghosts are?
Spirits of dead people?
Maybe yes
But to me, it's a special power
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A mysterious force created out of fear
and people's believe
until it becomes real
And how does it make people scare?
Through stories
Ghost stories
were distorted from the truth
The more they were told,
the more powerful they got
The more they were told,
the more distorted they became
until we forget how they really were
So do you think it's possible
that May and Cream really came here
to challenge?
Maybe
If May do it accordingly to the ghost's rules
Started from believing,
Then she'd see
And if she does accordingly to the rules,
that means she lets the ghost to take control
Pun...
have you ever do anything
by the ghost's rules?
Ohm
Have you ever heard about building 3 ghost?
Oh yes...
but I forget how the story goes
Building 3 ghost story...
started from ten years ago
They said
If you walk to building 3 at night
And you found the lights on
then you turn them off
You'll be ran after by someone
with the mask on
If you can't run away
and it gets to touch you
You'll be found dead in the morning
So the student that died two years ago,
was it because of the building 3 ghost?
Maybe
Or maybe not
I see,
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let's find the place
May sent a clip to everyone in the band
We have to find her soon
SHUT UP!
SHUT UP!
Hey
Had a nightmare?
The class is over now
Song
Song
Ghost! Ghost!
Net
Should we call a doctor?
Should we call a doctor?
Who's this?
Where?
Net, what's wrong with you?
Loan hear Yak. It's following me
Yak?
You two are ridiculous
It's a hallucination
Yak?
Where the hell is it?
You guys look!
Here!
Is May okay?
I think May is faking for attention
Pete, Net
Are you alright?
Can you rehearse?
Ohm
I want to go home
Yeah
Can we leave early?
Last night...
Pete and Net
you saw or heard something, I guess?
Hey! Why chatting not practising?
Yes
Alright
What is it, Ohm?
I didn't send you here to procrastinate
Yes sir
Oh
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Where is May? So we can get started
I'm asking you, you hear?
Oh. Finally!
I have something to say before rehearsing
Gather around
Hurry UP
Are you awake?
Hurry
May
Are you alright?
Why are you not answering your phone?
I texted you and there is no reply
And about that clip...
Whoa,
you are slow just to gather around
What will it be like at the competition?
Focus, will you?
I'm tired here too. Not only you
What are you staring at?
Look at me!
Let me level with you
My mood is not as good as my look
The competition is coming soon
What is it now?
Pete, what are you seeing?
Pete!
Pete! Pete!
Net!
- Where?
Cream
May
What's happening?
Pun
She is under its power
What do we have to do?
Call her
Talk about something to make her awake
May
I have been seeing Jom for a month
Ohm
Take them to the science club
Top, Song, come with me
to find Pete and Net
Let's go
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Where?
Net!
Net!
Net
Net
Net
Yak, bro. It's Yak
Yak is after me
Net
Calm down
Come
Get up
Come
Top,
take Net to science club and wait there
Pete
Pete
Your scream startled me
Ohm
it was trying to kill me
Pete
Pete
Calm down
- What do we miss?
Why do I only see May ghost?
Pete
Pete
Pete
Let's go to science club
Come, Pete
Song, go
Go
Hurry
Pun
Pun
Pun
Hurry up
Guys, May is still outside
But that's not our May
Guys, let's call May back here
May
May
May, I'm sorry
May
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May
Take her inside
May
May
How are you, May?
May
What should we do?
Last night it was only a shadow,
now it's real shit
Yeah, me too
It didn't do much the other night
Now it's running into me
That's because we followed
the ghost's rules,
there are three stages of behaviour
First,
you can see it
Because it allows you to
Next is the second stage
which is the haunting part
That's what Net and Pete are dealing with
before the last stage
Confronting
What will happen next?
It'll take your life
Tomorrow,
we have to find out
about each ghost's background
Then we know how to deal with it
And if we succeed,
we'll survive
Ohm
You play saxophone, right?
Yeah
So
Do you know many songs?
Can you play for me?
Which song do you like?
What do you want to hear, Pun?
Today
Now
Enough
It's time
A day that I'll wake
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A day that I'll rise
No more failing
Hmm... I'll play it to you after the competition
Okay
Can I ask you something?
L...
Always see you
put a rock on the side of the field?
It's...
to remind myself of someone
How do you know about the ghosts?
I was obsessed
much enough to write a journal about it
But I stopped
Can I read it?
No
Oh
If...
You play a song to me,
I'll let you read it
Yeah
Take it as an exchange
Okay
I should have stayed with May
If Pun was not here,
I wouldn't have come
Damn! How about when you left me?
I'm sorry
- You still have a gut to say sorry?
Enough
This isn't the time
For Pun's sake
Shit
What is it, Top?
Is this where Yak fell and died?
Where?
That means...
Meaning where we are so he would come
to snap my neck off
It might not be like that
Does it mean that
it could be looking for something else?
3. Pawadee Pirapat
Hey!
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There's Pawadee
But...
they said she's pretty, didn't they?
The story is from a long time ago
Story tellers might just made it up
If it's an ordinary student,
people won't care
If it's a pretty girl from the marching band,
people are interested in the story
Seriously not pretty
Hey
It was really Pawadee in the mirror
Look, Pawadee
TAN:
Hello
Yes, Tan
Ohm
I have an idea
CLASS 27, YEAR 2006
There she is, Pawadee
Why is she there?
That position is for the flag holder
Normally it's for junior high school student
High schools students should have
played an instrument
Poor girl
But the information is the same as
what Tan gave
Next, the year Yak's slides was here
Or this could be Yak
Ohm, go back
This's almost end of school day
Should we look at other places?
This whole shelf
is donated by Miss Somporn
Why did she die?
Because of Aids?
No
She died because...
It's a library here
Don't make noises
Follow the rules, understand?
Ohm...
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Do you know Miss Somporn?
About the library's ghost,
let me handle that
The most plausible theory
is that...
Yak's friend hid his backpack in building 3
And about 'where'? that he always said
should be about where his backpack was
While Pawadee's story happened
ten years ago
TRUE STORY 10 YEARS AGO
She was the substitute
who never got to play,
from what Tan told me...
...is that actually,
Pawadee was not killed
But she committed suicide
That is the key,
why do they have to be these nine notes?
I can't be any more help,
but I want all of you to remember
what you are running away from
If we run,
it will never go away
You have to face it yourself
Let's go
I believe that we will get through
this together
So we get back to continue rehearsing
Then you won't get scolded by Tan
Shut up, Song
I am just curious
You all think the same,
don't you?
Let me tell you this
The day it happened,
Tan was the first that ran
And that moment, it got me thinking
Who cares about Tan?
You are all talented, I believe
Now
Stop thinking about the competition
The most important thing is
all of your lives
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Whoa, Ohm is so passionate
I can totally feel it
You're so cool
You're so cool
This is awesome
And
where would Yak's backpack could be?
How would I know?
You hid my backpack too
Yeah, I hid it on the locker
And you couldn't reach
because you are short
And your face is...
What, Top? Why are you upset?
I picked it up for you, didn't I?
Ready?
Is it done?
It'll be here
I knew it
Pete
Where?
Where?
Is it in front of you, Pete?
Pete!
Pete!
Pete!
Pete!
May
May, Kanchana Weerabutre
Grade 11 Room 4
May is rather common name
I called her full name, just in case
She might hear it
Where!?
Shit!
May
May
May
May
Top, help me find the backpack!
I don't know. I'm sorry
I can't take it anymore
Shit, Top!
Top!
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Top!
Net!
Net!
May!
May!
May
Shit
Cream, step back!
May
Let go
Let go
TOP, are you OK?
TOP:
TOP, are you OK?
TOP:
TOP:
Net!
Net!
Let go
Let go
Let go of me
Why do you lock me up?
Let go
Pete
Pete
Pete
Pun takes care of him
I'll go to the library
Pawadee never played in the marching band
That is the key,
9 NOTES?
Why do they have to be these nine notes?
FROM THE NEW WORLD"
May
Where?
May
May
May
May
May
May
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May
May
May
May
Pawadee,
look
Sol, La,
Do, Sol
How did you know, Song?
I guess that Pawadee
never played flute in the marching band
It's because nobody ever taught her
May
May
Cream
I'm sorry
Where?
It's here
If you were my friend,
Nobody would hide my friends backpack
Hey, Top
I don't know how to thank you
Why did you tell my story to everyone?
Why?
I'm sorry
I'm sorry
Hey, come out
Show yourself
Pete
How do you feel?
I barely made it
But it's gone all of the sudden
Ohm
Miss Somporn
You did it again, Pakorn
I told you many times
not to pick it up yourself
Just tell me which one you want
Tidy them up, or you can't go home
Pakorn,
stop crying
Grow up, Pakorn. You are not a little kid
BLOOD TEST RESULT: HIV+
You know what?
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They say that Miss Somporn has Aids
Look at the wounds on her arms
Did you make it up?
I didn't
Someone searched her bag
and found the result
This is terrible
Yeah, let's go
So she died because of Aids?
No, they said she committed suicide
She crashed into a lamp post
Really?
Yeah
Why?
Don't know
Poor thing
Yeah
It was me, Miss Somporn
I was the one that told people you had Aids
I felt really guilty
I didn't have a gut to apologize to you
I'm sorry
Pun
It's over, Pun
Was it you, Ohm?
Started the rumour about the library's ghost?
Why are you so messy?
Like monkeys
Yeah
So dirty
Here also
Let me tell you something
- What?
May was possessed,
banged her head at the pole
Seriously
It sounds really hurts
Ohm, Pun
See you
Thank you
This is sentimental
Thank you so much
See you
Bye-bye
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Seriously, she really banged her head
Do you know you are awesome, Ohm?
I think what you did
needs a lot of courage
You have faced the fact about how you feel
I knew later from Miss Somporn's family
that she didn't commit suicide
She really died of accident
What has stuck in my mind is that
I didn't have a gut to confess to her
In comparison to me...
I'm a coward
and a liar
If you want to tell someone,
you can tell me
But it's OK, if you are not ready
Alright
I'll tell you when I have enough courage
Come on
Bye-bye
Bye-bye
I'll be there at the competition.
Keep your promise, okay?
Are you still here?
I don't want to miss the hatching
GHOST TALES IN SCHOOL BY KIK & PUN
GHOST IN MUSIC ROOM
YAK GHOS Where?
RULES:
IN THE LIBRARY AT NIGH LIBRARY GHOS BUILDING 3 GHOS Started from ten years
ago
GHOST TALES:
GHOST IN MUSIC ROOM
COMMIT SUICIDE:
TRUE STORY 10 YEARS AGO
Do you remember about two years ago
there was a student fell off and die?
So the student that fell off
and die two years ago,
it was because building 3 ghost?
STORY STARTED FROM 10 YEARS AGO
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Ohm, run
Run down the stairs
Pun
Ohm
Ohm, come to me
You are not Pun
You lured Pun here last night
Kik
Kik, I'm sorry
I'm sorry I shouldn't leave you
That's enough, Pawadee
The story about Pawadee,
a girl who was socially awkward
She was just like everyone of us
that she wanted friends,
but didn't know where to start
So she applied for a position
in the marching band
although she couldn't play an instrument
She tried hard so everyone would accept her
and would want to be her friends
The more she tried,
the more annoying people felt
The more she sought for attention,
the more pathetic she became
Eventually, everyone ignored her
acted as if she didn't exist
And made up a story about her life
Said that she was arrogant
or she was psychotic
Everyone enjoyed the stories
but no one cares about the truth
Hey, just vitamin C
Pawadee staged a fake suicide
but no one believed
and saw that she faked it
Instead of helping her
or taking her to a hospital,
they let her lay there
After that,
someone spread the rumour that
she committed suicide
People around her acted
as if she was a ghost
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Eventually,
Pawadee couldn't take it anymore
In the middle of one night
that everyone stayed late to do activities
Nobody cares if Pawadee would be there
She wore a mask,
and held a knife in her hand
She wanted a revenge
Oh, she has a knife
Is she alright?
She's losing it
What's that noise?
After that,
there are two stories about Pawadee
The old rehearsal room's ghost
and the mask ghost
But the true story about the mask ghost
is not as scary as in the story
The untold ghost story,
will be forgotten eventually
But the true story about Pawadee
was worse than the mask ghost
Most people choose not to tell the truth
We won't forget bad things
that people did to Pawadee
and bad things that Pawadee did to Pun
What's up?
Cream
Want to say anything?
Say what?
About...
Last night watched movie what?
Song
It's your responsibility
Responsibility what?
What did you do to my friend yesterday?
Oh!
What? What? What?
What's going on?
Yesterday?
I was with you guys
What? When was it?
When?
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